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SYMPHONY NO.2: A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS 

 

 

Andrew Michael Boss, DMA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2017 

 

Supervisor:  Dan Welcher 

 

The symphony has long been considered the paramount compositional 

achievement since its birth in the eighteenth century, and continues to be a common 

tool for freedom of artistic expression among composers. Symphony No. 2 is a 

continuation of my exploration of more complex motivic and harmonic relationships 

within a freely unfolding musical structure. Continuous from start to finish, it is divided 

into three symbiotically dependent sections, similar to movements but without a pause 

in-between. The first section is slow and serves primarily as a prologue with pastoral 

undertones, introducing many of the primary motives that glue the work together. The 

second section is the heart of the work and features two energetic and contrasting 

theme groups. The music dies down into the third section, which restates ideas from the 

first section and slowly builds toward a climax. The music again eases and transitions 

into a short fast coda. Recapitulated elements from the second section bring the 

symphony to a resounding close. The entire work is constructed from two primary 

melodic motives that develop and transform into more complex phrases and theme 

groups as the piece progresses. I will include musical influences behind the creative 

process of the symphony, which led me to integrate common-practice traditions with 

modernism in hopes of creating a highly-personalized style.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Why Write Symphonies? 

A question that occasionally appears on newspaper reviews of recent music is well-

founded – why write a symphony? A clear division in thought is reflected by a steady decline in 

new works with this title. Many composers have completely abandoned including “symphony” 

in their titles, often due to the conviction that it limits the form and expression to a specific 

model of writing, something antithetical to today’s eclectic musical culture. Many composers, 

rather, have liberated themselves from the stylistic implications of the genre altogether. One 

composer, asked by Derek Bermel about his thoughts on the symphony, described how it 

“carries the huge weight of a glorious but rather specific tradition. . .” while another, more 

intimidated by its etymological significance, reflected how she may be “rebelling against the 

reverential stupor that often greets the word ‘symphony’.” (NPR- Bermel, 2013). In this same 

article, Bermel points to another possible reason for its waning – a lack of commissioning and 

performance opportunities. It is uncommon for most composers today to receive a commission 

to write a large-scale work, and if one were lucky enough to receive one, a second performance 

would be unlikely. Modern-day orchestras are more likely to program a shorter work, occurring 

in the beginning to help offset the scrambling latecomers.  

In a free-market system such as that of the United States, performances are essential 

for an emerging composer hoping to build a career out of his or her creative practice. Not only 

do they increase sales and royalties, but they also exposes his or her music to the public, some 

of whom may enjoy it enough to program the piece themselves or perhaps commission a new 

work. So it begs the question – why write a symphony? 

Pulitzer prize-winning composer Kevin Puts, the young author of four symphonies and 

several other large-scale works, was asked this same question. Upon reflecting on his first 
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symphony, he felt it was his “earliest attempt at speaking with utmost sincerity” and “digging as 

deeply as [he] could emotionally.” For the first time, he felt he could “express [his] ideas broadly 

without succumbing to the pressure to hurry things along.” (NPR- Puts, 2013). These thoughts, 

interestingly, strongly conflict with those addressed above. Whereas the younger generation of 

composers avoided the symphony primarily due to the limits of expression they felt it 

suggested, Puts embraced the genre due to the artistic freedom and maturity it encouraged. For 

him, this liberty and maturation was worth the risk of fewer performances. 

I came across a similar struggle while writing both of my symphonies. In the case of my 

first symphony, my first work for wind ensemble, an inner maturing stylistic expressivity 

desperately needed to be fully developed, and a seven-minute opener that perhaps would have 

received dozens of performances was not the answer. The resulting 27-minute work, Tetelestai, 

became my first symphony. Thus, Dr. Puts’ declaration that artistic freedom – the liberation 

from style, duration, and form – is worth any risk of fewer performances reverberates as true. In 

my opinion, there are no formal or stylistic limits, as often mistakenly implied by the 

intimidating genre of the symphony. For me, it is the exact opposite – the symphony frees one 

to put together an organically unfolding musical puzzle and to uncage one’s inner expressions. 

The Birth of the Unexpected and ‘Title-less’ Symphony 

The possibility of writing an orchestral work first arose when Gerhardt Zimmermann 

requested a work for the University of Texas Symphony Orchestra. Initially, I did not plan on 

writing a symphony. Upon writing down the first tetrachordal motive that begins the piece, I 

had no intention of extending it for twenty minutes. However, I realized some essential motivic 

expansions and compensatory fulfillments in the form’s overall balance were needed, resulting 

in the piece’s lengthening from the originally anticipated fifteen minutes to 22 minutes. This 

need to expand, and the freedom to do so once again demonstrates the flexibility that writing a 
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symphony grants composers. However, something more innate triggered the decisive moment 

of calling it a symphony. The power and weight the work carries with it, the deep intricacies 

behind the development of each motive, and the meticulous care in creating an organic form 

outlined in three parts ultimately led me to use this title. I could not argue against titling this 

work a symphonic poem, symphonic fantasy, or other generic title suggesting a large and 

structurally complex work. My use of the term symphony is based on my opinion on what I think 

a symphony encompasses – organically developing themes that unfold within a large structural 

form, which for me merge developing variations and thematic integration as a means of creating 

a continuity that is symphonic in nature, even when departing from sonata influences that had 

encapsulated many of the previous symphonic masterworks. For me, the most important 

distinction of a symphony is time. The real time needed to freely develop a motive without 

rushing to the end is essential to my ideals of melodic construct, and serves as a pillar to my 

conception of the work’s large-scale formal structure. For me, this is also a liberating tool, as I 

can compose without concerns of time duration so that what I am attempting to say through 

music is fully captured. This work is my first symphony to have a generic word as its formal title. 

Unlike my first symphony, which indirectly suggests a narrative, this symphony does not contain 

any narrative or program. It is music for music’s sake, and thus did not need a descriptive title. 

I have been fascinated by the formal procedures that governed the later symphonies of 

Witold Lutoslawski. I also revisited my keen appreciation for the organicism of the developing 

motives in the first movement of Bartok’s Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celeste, as well as 

the timbral colors evoked in the orchestration of the music by composers such as Joseph 

Schwantner. Other influences, including Franz Liszt’s and Igor Stravinsky, were also essential for 

the creation of this symphony. A few compositional procedures, explained below, were also 

borrowed from my first symphony.  
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ANALYSIS 

Overall Structure: a Bow to Lutoslawski 

Table 1: Formal Outline of Second Symphony 

 

1st  

movement 

Introductory  Introduces and develops A and B motives 

2nd 

movement 

Main movement; 

incomplete “sonata” 

form 

m.70 Divided into 3 sections. First major climax 

2 theme groups; based on A and B motives 

3rd 

movement 

Climax and Epilogue m.293 Full transformation of motive A 

Further development and full climax of 

piece 

Following climax, acts as a postscript 

CODA Compensatory functions m.414 Return of elements of second movement  

Dynamic and pulsatile curve realized 

 

This symphony can be divided into three parts – hereafter called movements – and a 

coda, played continuously from start to finish. Its continuous flow from beginning to end reflects 

the organicism I was pursuing in this work. The symphony uses the middle movement as its 

faster movement whose two contrasting theme groups disclose the composer’s influence of 

sonata form. The form is incomplete, however, as there is no recapitulation within the second 

movement (elements of this movement’s primary theme group do not return until the coda). It 

is surrounded by two slower outer movements. The decision to structure the work in this way 

stems from two primary sources: 1) the continuing interest, as in my first symphony, in “inside-

out” forms, and 2) the strong influence from Lutoslawski’s latter symphonies.  
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Witold Lutoslawski’s Symphony No.3 in 1983 achieved a new formal balance, in many 

ways the antithesis to the colossal four-movement symphonic structure perfected by composers 

such as Ludwig van Beethoven and Johannes Brahms. Unlike the conventional symphonic 

structure, which is heavily dependent on two substantial outer movements surrounding a 

slower movement and often a lighter scherzo, Lutoslawski reverses the importance of each 

movement in this symphony. The first movement begins with an introduction, which presents 

the primary motivic material that ties the entire work together. The introduction leads to the 

main body of the first movement, often presenting incomplete motives that prepare the listener 

for the second movement, the heart of the symphony. The second movement further develops 

the earlier motives in a highly-modified sonata form. The third movement now becomes a 

postscript with a final coda closing the work. In a sense, the entire work is one overarching 

“development section.” 

My fascination with this organic form strongly influenced my Symphony No.2. Like 

Lutoslawski’s, this symphony gravitates toward the middle movement as the epicenter of the 

work. The first movement serves primarily as an introduction to and development of the main 

thematic materials, which are further transformed and developed in the faster-paced second 

movement. The third movement introduces additional transformations that initially bring the 

piece to its main climax, but then gradually tapers off, serving as a postscript to the work and 

leading to a coda. The placement of the main climax in the third movement increases its 

importance, compared to that of Lutoslawski’s (discussed below). The coda reiterates themes 

from the second movement, serving to compensate for the movement’s “missing” 

recapitulation. It would be negligent, however, not to admit a more intuitive model for 

integrating all the movements into one continuous and organic form, that of Liszt’s Sonata in B 
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Minor. Although there are several parallels in formal structure between Liszt’s sonata and my 

symphony, Lutoslawski was undoubtedly a stronger influence.  

Although the form of my symphony could roughly be categorized into an ABA1 section 

with a coda, I feel this undermines the more organic and interdependent nature of the 

processes which take place throughout the piece. It also suggests that the third movement is a 

rough restatement to the first movement; instead, it presents newly transformed ideas.  

First Movement 

The piece opens with a rising tetrachord [E-F#-G-A] seen in the first bracket below, 

hereafter called motive A, in the violins, complemented by a mirrored imperfect inversion of A 

in the violas. I separate the term “motive” from “phrase” in that motives refer to cellular 

construction whereas phrases refer to larger structural units. In turn, I define “phrase groups” as 

the occurrence of several phrases. Similar to phrase groups though larger, “theme groups” in 

this work are unique to the second movement, at times containing within them smaller phrase 

groups. Motive A repeats thrice [in brackets] and slowly lengthens in pitch, range, and duration 

(shown in arrows) during each repetition to create a slowly unfolding four-part phrase group, 

hereafter Aph. In the third phrase {in braces}, the motive reaches its full scope of expressivity, 

followed by a fourth phrase (not fully shown), in which the phrase group as a whole reaches a 

melodic cadence on the pitch, “E”, which began the piece. This pitch, and more specifically E 

minor, is also the tonal center, hereafter referred to as tonic, of the work. This section is 

punctuated by soft timpani strokes of a newly introduced rhythmic motive. This motive, 

henceforth Rh1, becomes an important developmental tool throughout the work. 
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Figure 1.1: First appearance of Motive A in 4-part phrase group (Aph), mm.1-7 (only 
mm.1-5 shown) 

 

Figure 1.2: First appearance of rhythmic motive Rh1 in timpani, mm.7, 10 

 

Figure 1.3: Woodwind response in "wrong key”, mm.7-10 

In mm.7-12, the flute, clarinet, 

and bassoon respond to the strings by 

developing a fragment of Aph derived 

from the entire second bracket and the 

last four notes of the brace seen in Figure 

1.1. This response, though subtle and 

calm, is in the “wrong key,” more specifically the tonic’s parallel major’s relative minor (C# 

minor). This takes place as the violins and violas lightly continue in the background in the 

original key (E minor), causing a slight harmonic clash whose implications will be further 

explored in this movement. 
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Following this temporary clash, Aph 

returns, now harmonized in the strings while 

Rh1 motives continue to be muttered by the 

timpani and trumpets. The phrase group is 

slightly modified from before, employing 

an even larger extension on the third 

phrase from Figure 1.1. The fourth phrase, 

along with its original melodic cadence, is 

omitted and replaced with fragments of 

conversation between the woodwinds and strings in their contrasting keys. 

From this moment, the strings, now unmuted, continue to develop motive A through 

further motivic extension [in brackets below] as more eighth-note ascending scales are added to 

A. Subsequently, a fragment of the expanded motive [dotted bracket] is further developed. The 

first repetition {in braces} is the reworked fragment, and each repetition following reveals its 

rhythmic and melodic contraction.  This compositional device came from the influence of 

Bartók’s music, especially his Music for Strings, Percussion, and Celeste. While winds and timpani 

continue to mutter the Rh1 motive in this passage, the tonic also appears to have modulated to 

C# minor, earlier foreshadowed by the woodwinds. This modulation is further suggested in the 

next passage at m.31. 

Figure 1.5: Extension and contraction of A, seen here in violins, mm.22-30 

 

A restatement of Aph, similar to that seen in mm.12-17, is now given to the winds in 

m.31 in C#, the key it had earlier foreshadowed. Though this diatonic shift is not confirmed nor 

  Figure 1.4: Further extension of Motive A 
in strings, mm.14-17 
(compare to Figure 1.1) 
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resolved in the traditional sense (a cadence), it is clear that a shift has taken place.  At mm.34-

35, the phrase breaks into several sequences subdivided into two groups of three eighth note 

fragments (m.34) and subsequently three groups of two eighth note fragments (m.35). 

Meanwhile, the trumpets and trombones continue to state Rh1, now intensified using rhythmic 

acceleration within each statement. Additional instruments, such as the tuba, timpani, piano, 

and bass clarinet, also join with louder strokes of Rh1. 

Figure 1.6: Working out of Rh1 in trumpets and trombones (transposed), mm.31-35 

 

As all this takes place, the strings quietly add to the density with lyrical unison triplets 

that intensify and eventually overpower the orchestra in a muscular descent. The pitches within 

the triplets in this descent combine to create an octatonic scale, an important collection seen 

throughout this symphony. This sudden harmonic shift that began in m.36 overlaps into the next 

passage, characterizing a significant yet temporary moment of harmonic instability that 

foreshadows a more intense manifestation in the next movement.  

This harmonic shift is also significant due to the added tension created from unrealized 

expectations of some form of resolution or cadence to the earlier diatonic shift to C# minor. This 

tension is especially intensified by the pedal G# seen in the bass instruments – the fifth scale 

degree of C# - which implies the traditional six-four. Rather, I magnify these unrealized cadential 

expectations by introducing the aforementioned octatonic scale, a collection far more dissonant 

than its diatonic counterpart. This is in accordance to the over-arching formal procedures that 
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outline the symphony and the structural purpose of its first movement, which is, in a 

grammatical sense, to raise questions – questions left unresolved until later in the piece. Rather 

than adhering to the more clearly-defined symphonic outline seen in the Beethoven and Brahms 

model, this work demonstrates more complex motivic and harmonic processes that interweave 

among strongly symbiotic movements. 

Figure 1.7: First appearance of octatonic harmony in strings (violin shown), m.36 

 In m.38-49, the strings introduce a temporary harmonic shift, 

which begins as a loose octatonicism and evolves into dissonant 

quartal harmonies, seen for example at m.46 [D#/Eb-D-G-C]. This incomplete cycle of fourths is 

missing one pitch, the A, seen in the oscillating violin melody in the previous measure [D#/Eb-

(A)-D-G-C]. The use of cycles such as this is one of my favorite compositional tools. The notion of 

incorporating natural pitches against pitches with accidentals as two polar harmonic forces 

“buffered” by tertian, quartal, or quintal intervals is a common tool used throughout this piece, 

as well as other works. The resulting polarity creates a harmonic “limbo” comprised of “sweet 

dissonances” that sound distantly familiar to the listener’s ear, but ambiguous with respect to 

direction or resolution. The murmurs of Rh1 throughout this passage in the woodwinds, 

percussion, and trumpet now serve as decelerating afterthoughts from the brass’s earlier 

rhythmically accelerated statement, previously seen in Figure 1.6. At m.47-48, there is a 

downward spiral of perfect fourths that appear to have originated as early as the cellos in 

mm.41-42 as well as the violin I in m.45. However, the descending play of this interval was 

presaged much earlier by the violin I at m.3, seen in Figure 1.1. Interestingly, the use of this 

interval in both cases is to “wind down” the phrase, serving a function of signaling or creating 

closure to the given passage. Similar to that in m.7, this passage concludes on a melodic cadence 

at m.50, though this one is somewhat looser since it ends on a fifth rather than the more 
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traditional octave. This cadence, returning to E as the tonic, is then punctuated by the harp and 

bowed crotale. It makes the second of three cadences in this movement, the first cadence from 

m.7 being the strongest and the latter two a bit weaker. This is likely due to the more tight-knit 

theme in the opening bars vs. the much looser and expanded organization in the rest of the 

movement. 

Figure 1.8: Descending perfect-fourths (mm.47-48) in strings, first seen in m.3, 
followed by weak cadence (m.50) 

 

At m.51-54, woodwind fragments of Aph return, as before, using the same C# minor 

pitch collection, each time passed to falling sighs in the violas, who take the line back to the 

correct key. This is colored by sul ponticello strings and muted trumpet calls of Rh1. At the end of 

m.53, a C-natural emerges in the winds, signifying a harmonic shift to come. The winds restate 

the Aph fragment in m.54, only this time not stopping, repeating the gesture in sequences and 

slowly altering its pitch collection to that of E minor, achieved around m.56. The buzzing in the 

sul ponticello strings intensifies as outspoken “blurts” from the piano, oboe, English horn, and 

violas, paired with rising gestures in the brass and cellos, move the piece to its first release. The 

aforementioned blurts, originating from the downward viola sighs seen in m.52 and 54 [in 

brackets] have several important features. Firstly, they state the first use of the complete 

retrograde of motive A {in braces}, which is developed further in the next two measures. This 
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will play a more significant role near the end of the symphony, providing a means of closure 

from its downward steps to the original tonic of the piece. It also foreshadows a generalized 

contour of motive B, to be revealed immediately following the tutti release in m.59. 

Figure 1.9: First appearance of retrograde of A (in violas), mm.54-57 

 

This release is a substantial moment in the piece, as it unveils the second of two primary 

melodic motives that tie the work together, henceforth motive B. This motive is appropriately 

oppositional, given its downward contour and more disjunct line, to the stepwise upward 

contour in motive A. Here, this motive is used to tone down the release to the pp strings in 

m.64. Woodwind murmurs of the new theme emerge in mm.65-66 over a sustained harmony in 

the strings, which has within it a Neapolitan flavor (a flatted 2nd, or F-natural). The bassoons, 

clarinets, and horns prepare for the third and final weak cadence in this movement in m.67. In 

one final ascending motion, the strings state a modified harmonization of A, followed by a 

subito pp sustaining a bitonal chord (BM/CM), revealing a lyrical clarinet solo elaborating the 

new motive, seen in Figure 1.11. 

Figure 1.10: Motive B, first seen in violins, m.59 

 

Figure 1.11: Clarinet solo (transposed), working out of Motive B [bracketed], m.68. 
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Second Movement 

The second movement can roughly be subdivided into three sections. In the first 

section, A is the motivic glue that manifests itself in various transformations, specifically two 

presentations of a new theme group called ATG (discussed below). The second section cultivates 

both A and B fairly equally through different procedures that bring the work to its first major 

climax. The final section features the melodic expansion of B into its new theme group, BTG (also 

discussed below). 

The upper strings continue to hold a dissonant chord while a persuasive blow by the 

brass and percussion signals the beginning of the next movement’s first section in mm.70-73. 

Here, the trumpets, trombones, and horns integrate the repetitive element of Rh1 with the four 

ascending stepwise pitches of motive A to create a transformed motive, hereon ARh. This new 

motive, often occurring in detached fragments spanning minor thirds, as it does here, is stated 

twice in two pitch successions, creating a short phrase group punctuated by imitating calls in the 

percussion. The motive is considered complete [in brackets below] when it goes through all four 

ascending stepwise pitches, as seen in the original motive A. The fragments spanning minor 

thirds, hereafter acel, become an important cellular component in the working out of later 

themes. The mirroring of ARh seen in the lower line (horn 4) is similar to that seen in the 

beginning of the piece in Figure 1.1. This similarity, as well as these transformations of A that 

serve as the thematic vehicle throughout the symphony, reveal some of the primary methods 

that tie the work together through motivic construction and development. Mirroring, a 

frequently used device throughout this work, will become a key characteristic for this motive as 

well as for the following theme group. After two statements of ARh, the brass dies away with 

inversions of acel. 
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 It is important to note that acel is a byproduct of ARh and, at its most basic level, a subset 

of motive A [E-F#-G]. However, it has been emphasized due to its importance in the piece. It 

occurs frequently, both in its prime and inverted forms, as seen in ARh {in small braces in Figure 

2.1}. This also strengthens the importance of its outlined interval, a minor third, in both melody 

and structure. This is the interval of modulation to ARh ’s sequential repetition {in large brace}. 

This makes sense given that the minor third is an essential interval in the octatonic scale, an 

important harmonic device in this movement. It was also the interval of modulation in the first 

movement with its E-C# polarity. 

Figure 2.1: ARh in brass, seen here in horns (transposed), mm.70-73. acel shown in small 
braces 

   

Figure 2.2: Inverted acel seen here in trumpet (transposed), m.75 

A significant harmonic change towards octatonicism, earlier foreshadowed 

in the first movement, also takes place here.  Throughout most of the first 

movement, the pitch collection revolved around E minor [E-F#-G-(A)-B-C-D]. The A-natural is 

parenthesized, as it will be discussed further in the explanation below. This can also be seen as 

the juxtaposition of two A motives where the parenthesized A-natural serves as some form of 

axis [E-F#-G-A]+[A-B-C-D]. By altering the first juxtaposed motive A down a half step, we get the 

opening ascending four pitches seen in the transformed ARh motive in Figure 2.1 [Eb-F-Gb-Ab]. 

By adding the second juxtaposed motive A [A-B-C-D] to these newly altered pitches (thus 

recycling the A natural), we get a complete mode of the octatonic scale [Eb-F-Gb-Ab-A-B-C-D]. 

The same octatonic scale can be achieved doing this same procedure with the secondary key of 
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the first movement, C# minor, first seen in the woodwind clash in the beginning: [C#-D#-E-(F#)-

G#-A-B]  [C-D-Eb-F] + [F#-G#-A-B], which explains this sudden shift to octatonicism in m.36. 

This reveals a close connection behind my choices of harmonic centers for the first and second 

movements. This octatonic pitch collection will become crucial in the harmonic structure of the 

second movement.  

A short diversion of pizzicatos in the upper strings extends the trumpet’s last inverted 

statement of acel in close imitation beginning in m.76. Meanwhile, the flutes, clarinets, and 

bassoons sigh away descending cascades of motive B as the piece transitions into this 

movement’s first theme group, stated by the clarinets at m.86. This theme group, though a 

reworking of ARh and adding focus to acel, is ultimately seen as the continuation of the original 

motive A’s transformation. The theme group from mm.86-103 will be referred to as ATG, which 

closes with a syncopated rhythmic phrase in the last four measures. Stopped horns and 

percussion color the “sneaky” passage, now in the octatonic mode. The mirroring seen in the 

bass clarinet preserves the play on inversions seen in both Aph and ARh. Being that I consider 

theme groups as larger statements than phrase groups, there are two phrase groups and one 

additional syncopated phrase within this larger theme group. The first phrase group in mm.86-

90 contains within it two very short phrases, the first being fragmented (mm.86-87 and 87-90); 

the second and largest phrase group in mm.90-98 contains within it three phrases (mm.90-93, 

93-96, and 96-98); the final syncopated phrase completes the theme group in 99-104. Each of 

these phrase groups, as well as each inner phrase, is demarcated by rests. 

An argument can be made that ARh and ATG are so similar that labeling them as separate 

recurring themes is unnecessary. My objection to that argument is they only appear similar on 

paper; rather, they are contrasting perspectives of the same original motive, manifesting itself in 

different transformations. ATG is a theme group that includes the reworking of ARh and its subset 
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acel, paired with syncopation, whereas ARh is a motive and more cellular by nature. Also, ATG is 

primarily used as a dynamic melodic vehicle that thrusts the piece forward, whereas ARh is a 

structural element, and more often static and unchanging in its occurrences. Finally, both 

continue to occur distinguishably throughout this movement and the coda. 

Figure 2.3: Portion of Theme Group ATG seen here in clarinets (transposed), m.90-104 
(shown) 

 

 

The forceful entries of the brass, chimes, and strings in m.104 provide a strong contrast 

to the previous statement of ATG. This theme group’s second statement, which greatly expands 

its second phrase group and the final rhythmically syncopated phrase, displays a more muscular 

showcase of this theme through forceful articulations and orchestration. The strings, marked 

feroce, vigorously carry the theme group throughout this section and further develop acel and its 

structural minor third in mm.111-118, doubled by turns between horns and oboes and later 

outlined by sf trumpets. The winds, now in unison octaves, suggest contours over the orchestra 

resembling motive B. In m.119, the syncopated phrase ending the theme group first seen in 

mm.100-103 returns, now being worked out in ascending, shortened, and asymmetrical 

sequences. The procedure of contraction, shown in the example below [in brackets], has been 

seen earlier in the work, and creates great momentum that springs the piece forward to m.127. 

Here, the strings temporarily freeze the harmonic rhythm while a trombone solo in triplets, 

increasing in intensity as it descends and later joined by bass trombone, adds to the harmonic 
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and rhythmic dissonance, moving the piece into the next passage in m.132. This passage 

exemplifies, yet again, a favored harmonic device of mine in merging tonal centers marked by 

accidentals (Eb minor, seen in cellos, horns, and trombone) with natural tonal centers (G major, 

seen in violins and piano). 

Figure 2.4: Sequential contraction of final phrase of ATG, in violins, mm.121-128. 

 

Trumpets, horns, and trombones dominate the next passage beginning in m.132, 

beginning the second section of this movement. Their cascade-like imitative announcements of 

motive B, filled in by the woodwinds and vibraphone, affirm its earlier suggested contour, hinted 

at by unison woodwinds in the previous passage. These cascading effects were influenced by 

those often seen as orchestration effects in Joseph Schwantner’s music, especially “…and the 

mountains rising nowhere” and Recoil. The strings respond to this descending line with a series 

of ascending stacked acel ’s, whose syncopation refers to that heard in the last phrase in ATG 

mm.100-103. This antiphonal conversation continues into m.145, where the strings ultimately 

surrender to the trumpet calls in a tutti orchestral statement. 

The brass continue their dominance into m.149, as the trumpets state a circular 

elongation of motive B, closely imitated by the trombones, while accompanied by a syncopated 

string unison and outlined by woodwinds. This is influenced by Stravinsky’s string writing in 

certain passages of The Rite of Spring, notably Danse sacrale (Sacrificial Dance). The rhythmic 

drive is also a borrowing from my first symphony, which features a similarly syncopated 

rhythmic unison in its second movement. In m.155, the music intensifies as the orchestration 
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thickens, adding more winds and percussion as the trumpet introduces a new rhythmic motive 

(hereafter Rh2) that is immediately imitated by horns, followed closely after by upper 

woodwinds. This motive is characterized by its dotted quarter value followed by two rapid 

sixteenth notes, a very old-fashioned rhythm dating as far back as the French overture. There is 

not much justification to claim that this new motive was spawned from Rh1; however, it has an 

equal importance throughout the rest of the piece, at times even occurring concurrently with 

Rh1. 

 

Figure 2.5: Driving rhythm seen here in violin part, mm.149-151. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Driving rhythm seen in piano part in my first symphony, mm.208-210. 

 

Figure 2.7: Appearance of Rh2 in horns (transposed), mm.155. 
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Figure 2.8: Descending statement in strings, using split thirds, mm.167-171 

The piece builds to m.161, a thematic melting 

pot that states all of the second movement motives 

concurrently in different instrumentations. The 

trumpet reintroduces the retrograded A hinted in the 

first movement, reinstated by the upper woodwinds 

and horns in m.165. The flutes and third trumpet 

carry on the recently introduced Rh2, imitated shortly 

after by oboes and clarinets and later throughout the entire brass section. The trombones and 

contrabass state motive B before passing it to bassoons and clarinet 3. All this takes place with a 

string section divided between violin I/II and violas/cellos articulating fragments of ATG. The 

strings give one final descending and extended statement of A in mm.167-171 with trumpet riffs 

of Rh2. The harmonic progression and voice-leading, though unquestionably sympathetic to 

Brahmsian progressions, adds the notion of split thirds. This is done for two complementary 

reasons: 1) to blur its affiliation to the tonal model while 2) providing string players and 

audiences alike, who are not always immediately sympathetic to new music, something that 

may sound “familiar” to them while not readily recognizable. 

                 At m.171, the trumpets lead a cascade effect throughout the brass enriched by 

woodwinds. This is followed by an energetic interruption of unison strings, working out the 

minor third interval of acel prior to a strong attaca of ARh in the tutti brass. This is the first time 

we have seen a direct repetition of the ARh motive since the beginning of the second movement. 

As noted above, it features the same characteristics as before, such as the two-voice mirroring 

and harmonic blocks of sound. Its purpose here is more structural than developmental, as it 

serves as a brief release, and also signals the repeat of the cascading winds at m.174. The 
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passage proceeds with a similar interruption in the strings, now developing acel in a brazenly 

obsessive passage marked feroce in m.176. The slow ascent is paired with a descending line in 

cellos, basses, and tubas, oftentimes 

spanning the minor third interval of acel. 

Unison woodwinds developing contours of 

motive B and fragmented interjections of ATG 

in the trumpets and trombones accompany 

this passage, and the piece builds up to m.187.                 

Fast triplets begin in woodwinds and 

descend onto trumpets, horns, and 

trombones, respectively, to create layers of 

octatonic sound masses. This is joined by a 

percussive blow, led by the timpani, outlining the minor third that was worked out in the 

previous passage. A tremendous crescendo at m.190 ensues throughout much of the orchestra 

as the triplets in the winds continue alongside the trilling strings. A passage in m.192 marked 

“Explosive”, now involving the entire orchestra in massive harmonic densities, restates a large 

portion of ATG in its near-original form. The timpani and tom-toms imitate the triplet texture 

seen in the previous passage to add a sense of continuing development, providing an antiphonal 

effect against the rest of the orchestra. This creates the symphony’s first major climax. The 

controlled aleatoric section in m.207 is a device in many of my works. 

The climax abruptly finishes in m.209, and thus begins the third section of this 

movement. It commences with a short theme repeated in cascading strings in very close 

imitation, giving the impression of a blurred and descending harmonic shape. The downward 

contour of this motive closely resembles motive B, especially the first four pitches. The harmonic 

Figure 2.9: Cascade effect in brass using split 
thirds, followed by ARh 
appearance, mm.171-174 
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movement here appears to begin with octatonic collection in the violins and gradually 

transforms into a diatonic collection by the end of the cello statements. This foreshadows the 

slow return back to the diatonicism that characterizes much of the third movement. After two 

statements, the strings settle into a four-voice ostinato that returns, temporarily, to the 

octatonic collection. The oboe and col legno violin I section join in, adding to the ostinato 

repeating gestures of A. The bassoon and pizzicato cellos provide a downward pattern, 

consisting of two minor thirds that outline a major seventh, bringing back the procedure of split 

thirds [D-F-F#-A]. All this sets the stage for the secondary theme group of this movement, a 

highly expanded and lyrical rendition of motive B, henceforth BTG, displayed in solo violin and 

cello.  

Figure 2.10: Theme Group BTG, mm.219-237. 

                                                                     

 

 

This theme group is divided into four short phrases, each demarcated by rests. The 

beginning portion of the fourth phrase will be developed much further shortly, specifically the 

ascending thirds [in brackets], reminding us of the interval range of acel. There is a justifiable 

argument to calling this statement a phrase group rather than a theme group because it moves 

rather slowly [in half notes] compared to ATG, which occurred much more quickly, thus providing 

several contrasting phrases and phrase groups within it. However, since I don’t consider 

containing phrase groups as a prerequisite for theme groups, I will continue to call this a theme 
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group in order to stay consistent with the categorization of this movement’s first theme group, 

ATG, as each theme group outlines an entire section of the movement.  

The last four pitches {in braces} in the fourth phrase make up motive A. The pitch 

collection throughout this theme group reveals the returning commitment to the diatonic 

collection, unfolding in B minor with strong Dorian flavors (more on the key choice below). The 

octatonic ostinato that accompanies the theme group eventually gives in and slowly molds into 

the anticipated diatonic collection between mm.231-34, as woodwinds and horns join the solo 

strings. The layering of octatonic and diatonic collections is a common device in many of my 

works, revealing an influence from Stravinsky’s Russian period works, particularly The Rite of 

Spring. 

Following this harmonic shift, the upper strings undergo a timbral shift as they begin to 

wander in sixteenth-note scalar tremolos throughout the passage. A restatement of BTG begins 

to unfold at m.237, now in the low strings, low winds, and tuba. Following each phrase, the 

attention temporarily diverts in an upward flowing fashion, undergoing phrasal expansion by 

adding an extra measure between the statements of each phrase member. This expansion is 

filled with ascending triplet statements of theme A in the clarinets and finishes with the flutes, 

each tinted by muted brass. The harmonic language settles, now fully clothed beneath layers of 

pandiatonicism. 

The third phrase of BTG adds a third statement of its primary cell (C#-D-E-B), essentially a 

modulated permutation of the original motive A. The cell and its repetitions are bracketed 

below. Though significant, the cell itself never recurs outside a statement of this theme group 

(with one exception) at any part of the piece, so I will not give it a separate name.  
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Figure 2.11: Working out of cell in third phrase of BTG, mm.247-252. 

  

As the string tremolos die away, the piece enters into what feels like a new passage due 

to the significant color shift in the orchestra, focusing now on the string section. Weighty violins 

lead with the prominent pair of rising melodic thirds characteristic of the missing fourth phrase 

of BTG, which has yet to be heard in the theme group’s restatement in the previous passage. So 

while the passage feels new, it is actually developmental in nature. It is also transitional, as we 

are now working our way into the third movement of the symphony. 

This passage reveals a harmonic flavor rooted in Berg, Lutoslawski, and Bartók as it 

continues to intensify, still rooted in tonal functions, while increasing in dissonance and 

expressivity. The strings pass around increasingly modified statements of the paired melodic 

thirds, essentially diatonicized intervallic outlines of acel. The modifications comprise of a 

lengthening of the phrase {in braces} using stacked thirds [in brackets], as well as accelerating its 

rhythmic speed and complexity. This intensification leads to a final cry of the original B theme in 

m.281 (seen in Figure 2.13), a passage that signals the conclusion of the second movement. 

Figure 2.12: Lengthening and acceleration of fourth phrase in violins, mm.271-275 

 

  

This fervent statement of B dies 

away in intensity as it is repeated in the 

violins. The last statement, fragmented, 

Figure 2.13: Motive B in violins, m.281-282  
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occurs with augmented rhythmic-values and moves us into the third movement.  

A final burst of octatonic-influenced harmony during these B statements is blurred by 

the oscillating Eb minor-Eb diminished chord in the woodwinds at mm.285-292, which actually 

consists of pitches from a different mode of the octatonic collection [Eb-Gb-A-Bb]. The 

trombones on m.292 add two more pitches to this collection [Eb-E-Gb-G-A-A#/Bb], and if we 

add the pedal note C in the low strings as well as change a few enharmonic pitches, an octatonic 

scale reveals itself, missing only one pitch [D#-E-F#-G-A-Bb-C]. This collection combines with the 

strings, now settled and fully transformed into a modified melodic minor harmony [C-D-Eb-(F#)-

G-A-B] by the last three measures. The G# seen in the violins in mm.286, 288, and 290 is left out 

of this collection since it is heard as an appoggiatura, leading to the F#. The C# in m.288 is also 

seen as an embellishment to the subsequent D. These two harmonic universes merge to create 

a highly ambiguous “augmented sixth” effect. This is a result of the resolution tendencies of the 

low C in the cello and basses as well as the prolonged Bb in the flutes (or, more accurately, the 

A# seen in trombone 2). Both of these pitches “resolve” outward to B natural by m.293 as would 

take place in an augmented sixth chord [C-B, A#-B]. Although the flutes do not resolve their 

sustained Bb in m.292, the violins fill in the missing implied resolution with a B natural in the 

same octave register in the subsequent measure. The trombone resolves its tendency tone 

appropriately, as do the low strings, to their ensuing B naturals.  

Whether or not the woodwind parts should be rewritten as D#, F#, and A# in mm.291-

292, rather than their enharmonic alternatives in order to reflect the ensuing key, is a legitimate 

question. I chose to avoid the fussiness of using both enharmonic pitches in one part in close 

succession because the wind parts do not “resolve” their tones into m.293. 
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The primary purpose of this “augmented sixth” effect is to provide some feeling of 

resolution following a harmonically discordant passage that peaks in the strings during the 

restatement of B in m.281. This leads to the aforementioned unstable chord containing two 

opposing harmonic universes. This chord retains all the tension heard previously, which 

demands resolution. The half-step movement outward to the new tonic in the outer voices is an 

attempt to create a resolution akin to a cadence. 

Third Movement 

The form of the final movement is more through-composed. This movement revisits 

several elements of the previous movements, especially the first, and further develops them 

toward the work’s most significant climax. The music then slowly fades away to a postscript that 

serves as a transition to the coda. Though this symphony as a whole certainly points toward the 

second movement as its principal movement, the use of the third movement for the work’s 

climax makes it a formidably important movement; this adds more substance to the final 

movement compared to the Lutoslawskian model, whose climax was at the end of the second 

movement. 

The sound of glissando trombones leading to the open fifths B harmony in m.293 signals 

the beginning of the third movement. The transition into this movement, unlike that of the 

second, is quite subtle in that it sounds like a continuation of the previous movement, yet has a 

significant timbral, thematic, and harmonic shift. Divisi strings hold a B-natural in different 

timbres – first violins on harmonics, second violins modo ordinario, violas with tremolos – while 

the remaining violins play glissandi in their harmonic series. This takes place alongside special 

effects in the percussion. The tonic, now in B minor, is the fulfillment of the movement’s slow 

unfolding toward that key, revealed in the pitch collection of the solo strings’ first statement of 

BTG in m.219 and culminating with the resolution of the harmonic tension held by the 
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“augmented sixth” chord in m.292. It is worth noting that the intentional use of this key, being 

the dominant of the piece’s primary tonic in E minor, a bow to the conventional common-

practice traditions. 

The ambiance is now mysterious. A lyrical, four-phrase duet between solo cello and 

viola emerges with material strongly resembling to that of the first two phrases of Aph, seen in 

the opening bars of the symphony (Figure 1.1). We will continue to call this phrase group Aph 

since it 1) preserves two of its four original phrases and 2) uses only its transformed version for 

the rest of this symphony.  

Following the statement of these first two phrases, which are in their near-original form 

[in vertical brackets], the soloists recite the remaining and slightly transformed two phrases {in 

braces}. The third phrase begins with a restatement of the second phrase a diatonic step lower 

(not dissimilar to the contour of the woodwind response from Figure 1.3). The second half of 

this phrase [dashed bracket] picks up some similarities in shape as to the original third phrase in 

Figure 1.1, retaining its use of the subtonic (arrow) as its phrasal peak. Here, the subtonic shifts 

its previous role as a melodic device to one that is more harmonic, serving as the dissonance to 

an appoggiatura that resolves to G over an E minor chord. This gives a similar result to that of a 

4-3 suspension and showcasing the cello’s rich teneroso register. The viola picks up this role, 

now a true 4-3 suspension, in m.303 (not shown) while the cello finishes its fourth statement, 

resting on the tonic as it did in its previous form. A modified repeat of the fourth phrase revisits 

the cello’s upper register with the use of the same 4-3 suspension, and thus concludes this 

emotionally-saturated passage.  
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Figure 3.1: Transformation of Aph seen here in solo cello, mm.294-307 

 

 

 A passage marked Cadenza follows at mm.309-312. This is introduced with the return of 

Rh1 murmurs in flute, muted trumpets, and stopped horns. An English horn solo develops Rh1 

with its repeated gestures echoed by temple blocks. String harmonics and percussive backdrops 

lightly pepper this passage. The cadenza’s formal purpose is to provide temporary musical stasis, 

nonetheless one that must be resolved due to the subtle tension created from the F-F# duality. 

A woodwind quintet gently 

enters at the anacrusis of 

m.314 with a fragment of 

the second phrase of Aph, 

similar to that seen in Figure 

1.3 but now paired with a solo 

string quartet in close imitation 

one diatonic step higher. The upward sequence repeats again in the woodwinds, followed by 

the imitation in the quartet. On the third statement at the pickup to m.316, the woodwinds lock 

in with an ostinato of the Aph fragment, the brass continue muttering accelerating statements of 

Rh1, and the string quartet is joined by the rest of the section to pull the music to a release on 

m.319. This passage as a whole can be seen as a response to the reformed statement of Aph by 

the cello from m.294 in a similar way that the music of Figure 1.3 followed as a response to the 

music of Figure 1.1. In this case, it is further developed. 

Figure 3.2: Fragments of second phrase of Aph seen here in 
flute (upper system), closely imiated by solo 
violin (lower system) to create ascending 
sequences, mm.314-315 
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 At this point, the music becomes greatly agitated. Brass instruments shout out dissonant 

calls of Rh1 while winds continue to obsessively repeat the ostinato. Strings, one-by-one, enter 

with triplet tremolos of the Aph second phrase, creating strong momentum and eventually nearly 

overpowering the entire orchestra. By m.325, the sound collapses with pedal-F# thuds of Rh1 by 

the timpani and a descending trombone line, later imitated by trumpet (shown). This 

descending line may appear to be a new theme, but is actually a descending and ornamented 

gesture of A, the third time we have a descending contour of A in the symphony. Restatements 

of Rh2 can be seen in the horns and woodwinds on the pickups to 326 and 327. 

Figure 3.3: Descending Motive A in trumpet 1 (transposed), mm.326-329 

The music temporarily 

fades away, then resumes 

its intensification with orchestral pulsations and, ultimately, short triplet marcatos that lead the 

music to m.334. Here, a significant harmonic shift takes place and persists throughout this next 

passage, primarily encompassing the pitch collection of F# melodic minor. Harmonically 

speaking, this would appear as a C# major chord over an A pedal. A dotted ascending rhythmic 

motive vaguely resembling Rh2 begins in the trombones and punctuated by jarring hits of Rh1 by 

timpani and bass drum. 

Two more statements in 

the trombones follow, adding trumpets 

and oboes alongside woodwind flourishes 

that lead the music to the modified restatement of BTG in the upper strings beginning at m.344. 

Aleatoric chimes and vibraphone add to the color with random pitches from F# melodic minor 

while flutes and clarinets proceed with scalar flourishes and horns, oboes, and trumpets with 

fanfare-like calls. Gestures of perfect fourths [D-A] are delineated in the bass instruments to add 

Figure 3.4: Unification of Rh1 and Rh2 motives, mm.359-360 
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dissonance to the utilized pitch collection (since D is not a member of F# melodic minor) while 

also adding a familiar “plagal” flavor to the passage. The strings continue their statement of BTG 

in m.351 and use the triplet figure to ascend and eventually accelerate the phrase. The 

orchestra finally reaches a buildup on m.356 that releases in the next measure, ultimately 

revealing a unison G# throughout the entire orchestra in contrasting rhythmic patterns of both 

Rh1 and Rh2    among the woodwind, horn, and string sections. The rhythms finally merge at 

mm.359-360 for one final statement. 

Figure 3.5: Harmonic shift and climax, mm.361-362 

 A significant harmonic shift takes place in the following 

measures in the unison strings and winds. This represents the work’s 

climax, achieved just past the two-thirds mark (ratio of c.a. 0.69, discussed below). The near-

tutti statement in unison as well as the shift from G#-A roused by a crashing cymbal reaffirms 

this peak, setting up the grounds for the anticipated and brawny announcement of Aph in the 

trumpets and trombones. The harmonic shift is 

realized, now in D minor. 

 A similar principle as before directs this harmonic shift. 

An important thing to notice is the unchanging pedal note of A 

natural, held throughout the previous restatement of BTG, 

passed to the tutti orchestra and continuing into the next 

passage, now serving as a “standing on the dominant” function, 

though it never “resolves” as it should. Also in the previous 

passage, the primary harmonic collection [(A)-B-C#-D#-E#-F#-G#] 

changes to a new collection  

    Figure 3.6: Announcement of Aph in 
trumpets (transposed) and 
trombones, mm.363-364 
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[(A)-Bb-C-D-E-F-G], as revealed in the next section. Notice that every pitch, except the pedal A 

holding through (in parentheses), changes by the lowering of one semitone. However, the piece 

does not feel like it is descending or “going flat”; this is due to the G#-A movement seen in 

mm.361-362. Perhaps a better explanation alludes to a more chordal description, like the 

aforementioned C#M/A bitonality. The Pedal-A continues to hold as the 5th chord member of 

the implied C#M (G#) moves up a semitone (A), now resulting in an implied augmented A triad 

(the F is suggested in m.361). In theory, this triad can be heard as a dominant to D minor, the 

“unresolved” key following the climax. 

 The incorporation of the climax into this movement greatly enhances the importance of 

the third movement of this symphony compared to that of Lutoslawski’s symphony, whose third 

movement functions almost exclusively as a postscript with a buildup to a short coda. This 

departure is perhaps the biggest liberty I took when comparing the formal outlines of each 

work, and likely stems from a deeply ingrained preference for forms that reach a climax at the 

golden mean (0.617), though often times my works have habitually climaxed just after the two-

thirds point, as happens here (0.69). 

 Each phrase of the brass statement of Aph follows with an upward orchestral sweep in 

strings, pitched percussion, and woodwinds. This statement is essentially identical to that of the 

transformed Aph that began the third movement in m.294, except this time the fourth phrase, 

slightly modified, is not stated twice as before. The orchestra unleashes its biggest release at 

m.370-372, a passage I don’t consider the actual point of 

climax, but rather an embellishment to the climax having 

already taken place. Following this passage, the full string 

section trades roles with the brass with a restatement of 

Aph, leading to similar upward sweeps by the winds as seen 

Figure 3.7: Reappearance of 

permutated A, 

m.383 
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previously. The strings plays through three phrases of Aph before being joined by the rest of the 

orchestra in a downward spiral of accelerating marcato triplets, ultimately slowing down and 

resting on a chord played in the strings on m.381. This chord functions as a suspended chord 

over the still-unresolved A-pedal, yet it contains one “wrong” pitch [G#-G-A-D). A statement in 

the horns follows but is cut short by the overpowering strings, restating the last portion of their 

previous downward spiral. This motion strongly resembling the permutated motive A seen in the 

third phrase of BTG, and is thus the only exception of this permutation appearing outside of its 

theme group (see above). 

Following m.383, the strings begin to 

settle with the same “suspended” harmony. In 

m.384-388, the horn, this time not 

overpowered, sings a duet of motive B with the 

oboe, later joined by clarinet and bassoon, and 

ultimately punctuated by harp and contrabass 

pizzicati. From this point, the piece functions as a postlude to what has taken place. In m.389, 

the solo cello plays a fragment of Aph, joined by solo flute and passed on throughout the strings 

in an ascending passage that thins out near the end, once again ending with a quiet unison A-

natural in the upper strings in m.398. It signals a significant moment, which is the use of the 

retrograde of motive A, whose downward contour signals that the piece is soon coming to a 

close. This is initiated by a flute trio and continued into the horns in a chorale-like fashion. 

Following these two statements, the held A-natural in the violins finally gives way in a similarly 

descending pattern, gently sprinkled by the harp in mm.403-404. A final descending statement 

of A in a solo cello and viola duet ends this phrase. A pensive harmonization of the original 

prime form of motive A ensues in strings and woodwinds in mm.405-408. A final bitonal 

Figure 3.8: Return of A retrograde in 

flutes, mm.398-400 
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statement leads into a short angular duet between violins and horn. The horn dies away and we 

are left with a delicate E harmonic in the violins in m.410.  Light backdrops in the percussion 

resemble those that began the second movement, foreshadowing the transition into the coda. 

The strings, now muted, issue a final chordal statement, resuming the use of the previously 

suggested bitonality seen in m.405 in hopes of coming to a resolution. That resolution is made, 

though somewhat hastily, with an A major chord, leading to the piece’s coda. 

 To stop here would have compromised several compensatory functions that I felt were 

needed to adequately complete the symphony. Among them were 1) the need to return to the 

original tonic with a more defining cadence or resolution, 2) working out unfinished functional 

and motivic processes that were left unanswered in previous movements, and 3) realizing a 

dynamic and pulsatile shape, being that much of the work was in a slower tempo, having begun 

and – at this point prior to the coda – ended quietly.  

 As a result, the piece moves forward with the same percussive backdrops previously 

foreshadowed, and finally opens in m.421 with the familiar ATG, declared, as before, in the 

clarinets, but now diatonicized. I fulfill the second stated compensatory function by bringing 

back this theme, which has not been seen since the second movement. In addition, there is a 

deeper functional fulfillment slowly unfolding, which redresses the lack of recapitulation in the 

second movement. The diatonicized ATG stated in the clarinets is temporarily paused, colored by 

sul ponticello upper strings. The statement continues, paused and colored again in the same 

fashion. This time, the clarinets strive forward, framed by percussion, harp, piano, and col legno 

and pizzicato strings. At m.432, the violins, now modo ordinario, add to the continuing clarinet 

statements. Piano, cello, and low strings resurrect the structural minor third from acel, a leading 

cellular tool throughout the second movement, with rhythmic statements of A-C; this adds the 

first deliberate dissonance to the otherwise stable passage (though the bassoons also had a 
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passing C natural). Meanwhile, in m.434 the muted trumpet and flute nonchalantly restate 

motive B, adding a long stress on the subtonic and creating the feeling of a sedentary yet 

increasingly unstable dominant seventh chord throughout this short passage. 

Figure 3.9: Return of ATG previously seen in second movement, mm.421-431 

  

Figure 3.10: Return of Motive B, seen here in flute 1, mm.421-431 

 

At m.438, the music becomes greatly distressed, moving ATG away from clarinets to sul 

pont string tremolos while a discordant statement in the brass begins to build over the 

increasingly active gestures of minor thirds from acel in the low strings and tuba. The piece 

begins to build as the lines ascend upward to a brief, syncopated passage in m.445. At this point, 

there is a rising marcato cascade in the brass that gradually decelerates throughout the 

orchestra – from trumpets to strings to glissando horns. This is another orchestral effect that 

was strongly influenced by Schwantner, whereas the rhythmic deceleration can be seen in works 

from Bartók as well as Robert Linn’s Propagula, another strong influence on cellular 

development in my music. The music crescendos into m.451, marked “Explosive”, strongly 

resembling that of the climactic point of the second movement beginning in mm.192. The 

antiphony between the timpani/tom-toms and the rest of the orchestra continues as before. 
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This time, however, the thematic material on the melodic instruments is primarily descending, 

using inverted fragments of ATG consisting primarily of acel. The dissonant harmony locks-in at 

m.460 with a tutti sf crescendo, releasing a downward cascade among the woodwinds and brass 

in the next measures, marked by pitch percussion. This passage, linking to the section in m.171 

(Figure 2.9), features the same material along with the cascade, namely the muscular statement 

in the strings followed by the reappearance of ARh, this time in the tutti orchestra. This 

reappearance in m.463-464 is different from that in mm.173-174 in that it reaches a complete 

statement of ARh in terms of pitch content, which is defined as constituting all four rising pitches 

of the original motive A. This has not been seen since its 

first announcement at the beginning of the second 

movement at m.70 (Figure 2.1) However, this statement is 

still missing the first note that would have been placed on beat three 

in Figure 3.11. 

 

The cascade repeats, this time traversing to the cellos and bassoons and resting on a 

pedal-F# in m.467. Here, the 1st and 2nd violins resume their statement in a slow ascent using the 

interval of acel similarly seen in m.176, this time diatonicized. Here, woodwinds and horns 

restate Rh2 as a rising figure in the trombones emerges. The timpani and tom-toms add sturdy 

syncopations while the violin and wind passages intensify. Meanwhile, the rising trombone 

figure increases in density and begins to spread out into the trumpets, eventually saturating the 

entire brass section with its final, triumphant statement of motive A in mm.476-478. The 

underlying bass line here, exemplified in the tuba up to m.482, reveals my interest in the cycle 

of fourths [Ab-Eb-Bb-F-C-G]. The next pitches prior to this cycle, Db/C# and Gb/F#, are seen as 

primary pedal-tones in mm.467 and 472, respectively, shared between the tuba and bass 

Figure 3.11: Return of ARh, seen 
here in violins, 
mm.463-464 
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trombone. Woodwinds respond to the brass declaration with an angular and modified contour 

resembling motive B as trombones and horns, with bells up, play the descending inversion of A. 

An unabashed glissando from the trombones completes the cadence into m.483 in the original 

key of E minor, thus completing the first stated 

compensatory function. 

The symphony’s integrative close resuscitates the material 

from m.149 – the syncopated unison string rhythms and percussive 

bursts led by the trumpet declaration of B, which is again closely imitated by the trombone. The 

piece intensifies as it hovers over E minor. The trumpets gradually accelerate and transform the 

theme to bring back the descending motive A starting in m.490. The motive breaks down into 

syncopated fragments of thirds (acel) in m.492 that build up to a final statement of ARh in m.495, 

now fully complete and thus adding to the realized processes left unresolved earlier in the piece. 

At this point, the piece has fulfilled all essential compensatory functions but one – the 

return of the syncopated phrase member of ATG, introduced in the second movement. This is 

somewhat hinted in the similar syncopation of mm.492-495. At m.496, however, it is evident in 

the percussion section, best revealed in the piano line, that this was an attempt at resurrecting 

this portion of ATG, which was 

often left out upon its 

restatement earlier in the 

coda. Here, chimes, crotales, vibraphone, harp, and piano create a unique harmonic ostinato 

with the pitch collection centering on [A-B-D-D#/Eb-F#-G], essentially leaving out the tonic. The 

strings sweep down and back up using this pitch collection and latch onto their own brief 

ostinato using fragmentations of the acel minor third. They are joined by a sustained crescendo 

in the brass, thus adding F-natural to the pitch class [A-B-D-D#/Eb-F-F#-G]. This section perhaps 

Figure 3.12: Completion of ARh, 

seen here in violins, 

mm.495-496 

 

Figure 3.13: Return of last phrase member of ATG, 

mm.498-500 
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pays homage to the harmonic organization of the second movement, as six out of the seven 

pitches here are associated with the same octatonic scale that was the primary agent in that 

movement. Following this crescendo, the strings resume these ascending sixteenth-note 

scurries while the brass hold a B7 (dominant) with split thirds [B-D-D#-A]. Woodwind flourishes 

join the strings and the brass signal the downbeat with a retrograde of ARh. Finally, the entire 

orchestra reaches a full E minor chord in m.508. This chord sounds more like an open-fifth 

“power chord” since the third of the chord is very lightly doubled, seen only in clarinet 2 and the 

first half of the violas. This was intentional to avoid the cliché use of an evident triadic ending 

while retaining the sense of a minor key. Several more chords ensue with the full orchestra, 

including a final descending and syncopated retrograde of A led by the horns, clarinets, and 

violins, concluding the piece. This descent is also met with its complementary “mirrored” ascent 

in bassoons, low brass, and low strings, resembling the symphony’s opening four pitches in the 

violins and violas, thus creating the impression of an arch structure. 

Figure 3.14: Regrograde of A, mirrored  
between outer voices mm.510-511 
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CONCLUSION  

Symphony No. 2 for Orchestra is a representation of my embryonic arsenal of harmonic, 

motivic, and structural complexity as I continue to develop and experiment. My second 

symphony explores a larger palette of sound worlds and reaches out to different harmonic 

influences, from Brahms to Bartók to Schwantner, which are integrated into an increasingly 

personalized style. Despite the increasing harmonic complexity, the work revolves around a 

fundamentally tonal and “spiced” language integrating more familiar harmonic procedures that 

listeners and performers can grasp. The use of formal processes strongly influenced by that of 

Lutoslawski showcases my interest in digging deeper into musical syntax and departing further 

from more traditional symphonic forms. The use of two primary themes that govern the entire 

work is a continuation of my interest in finding more complex monothematic and polythematic 

relationships as a melodic and structural backbone. Though these motives undergo an intricate 

web of development and transformation, they are simple, lyrical, and instantly familiar.  

I did not take adequate time in discussing my expressive motivations behind this work. 

This is primarily because I have a difficult time finding the appropriate words to describe my 

expressive discourse, especially for works that do not have any affiliation to images or 

programmatic elements. I composed this work purely on my intuition of what I feel should 

follow a certain musical moment, along with my preexisting knowledge of many of the great 

symphonic works and their harmonic, melodic, and formal characteristics. This intuition led me 

to make some revisions in this piece prior to its premiere, such as the material that used to be in 

what is now m.379-383. The material that was eventually revised was originally intended to be 

the climactic release of the entire work. However, my intuition sensed an imbalance caused by 

too many climactic moments from tutti crescendos. Therefore, I replaced it with descending 

tutti sequences of the melodic material whose tempo becomes unstable and whose harmonic 
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language eventually settles on a chord without any resolve. Thus, removing the climactic release 

here restored my satisfaction in achieving a dynamic balance throughout this work. In addition, 

it further strengthened the need for more gentle material to follow, as well as a fast coda that 

provides us a full resolution to the tonic.  

 This symphony serves very much as a continuation of my evolving stylistic tendencies. 

The use of devices that governed my first symphony are here further expanded in harmony, 

melody, and syntax. While the completion of this work fueled a satisfaction of what was 

created, it also paradoxically created a stronger desire to advance toward more complex 

compositional procedures. This appeal of further stylistic evolution is leading me to write a third 

symphony. Why a symphony? Because the modern-day symphony is a powerful and effective 

tool in seeking to acquire compositional maturity, offering virtually limitless forms of 

comprehensive and, on a more literal note, “timeless” artistic expression. Despite the 

intimidating challenge of writing for a medium that has been exhaustively explored and 

perfected several times over, it is a challenge that continues to be accepted by today’s 

composers in finding the outermost reaches of their creative voice, using a medium with the 

ability to, as Gustav Mahler once described, create one’s own universe. 
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Appendix: Boss, Symphony No. 2
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